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Famous Lovers
Match the names

     

•Rochester
•Marcus Antonius
•Tristan
•Napoleon
•Rhett Buttler

•Cleopatra
•Jane Eyre
•Isolde
•Josephine
•Scarlet 





Find the second half of the 
heart
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Find the second half of the 
heart

On Valentine’s Day we think of 
those who make our life 

worthwhile, those gracious, 
friendly people who we think 

of with a smile.
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Find the second half of the 
heart

I’m the happiest person in 
the world    because I’m 
with you! Happy Valentine!
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Find the second half of the 
heart

By miles... you are from 
me! By thoughts… you are 
close to me!  By hearts… 
you are in me! Happy 
Valentine!
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Find the second half of the 
heart

Let your dreams shine                      
like stars on St. Valentine!
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Find the second half of the 
heart

There’s a special place within 
my heart  that only you can 
fill. For you have my love 

from the start and I know you 
always will!
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Find the second half of the 
heart

    My heart is no more     
mine… because                   
it’s yours now! Be my 
Valentine!
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Find the second half of the 
heart

    

I may be away but I’m 
sure… even when we are 
apart…distance can 
never change… the love I 
have for you in my heart!
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Find the second half of the 
heart

    

The best and most 
beautiful things in the 
world cannot              be 
seen or even touched! 
They must be felt with 
the heart!
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Let it be…


